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Motivation

 Statistical tests are subject to two errors:

• False Negatives (Type-II Error)

• False Positives (Type-I Error)

 Fisherian Statistics face two philosophical constraints:

• The Burden of Proof is on the scientists 

• The publication bias towards significant results



Publication Bias                   
A type of bias in published academic research, whereby the 
outcome of an experiment or research study influences the 
decision whether to publish or otherwise distribute it.

Studies with significant results can be of the same quality        
as studies without significant results  (with a null result). 

However, statistically significant results are 3 times more 
likely to be published than papers without significant results.

Easterbrook, P. J., et al.  1991. Publication bias in clinical 
research. Lancet. 337 (8746): 867–872.

Dickersin, K., et al. (1987). Publication bias and clinical trials.
Controlled Clinical Trials. 8 (4): 343–353.



Burden of Proof                   
The scientific method refers to the body of techniques 
for investigating phenomena, acquiring new knowledge, and 
integrating previous knowledge.

Scientific researchers propose hypotheses as explanations 
of phenomena, and design experimental studies to test 
these hypotheses via the predictions derived from them.

Null Hypothesis (no pattern) is the starting point.

When significant patterns 
are documented… 
the null hypothesis is 
rejected and the alternate 
hypothesis is accepted. 



Testing Statistical Hypotheses 

Type I error:  rejection of a true null hypothesis

 occurs at rate chosen alpha rate (0.05; 1 in 20)

 often caused by violation of test assumptions

Type II error: acceptance of a false null hypothesis

 occurs at rate of Beta = (1 – power)

 low power due to small sample size, measurement error

False 
Positive

False 
Negative



Trade-Offs in Statistical Testing

False Positive:  rejection of a true null hypothesis

False 
Positive

False 
Negative

Error of Falsity: Support more complex relationship than 
random association.  Mis-direct future researchers.

False Negative:  acceptance of a false null hypothesis

Error of Ignorance: Support notion of random association.  
Fail to find difference / response – management implications



Balancing the Type I and Type II Errors

Trade-Offs in Statistical Testing

The probability of a type I error (rejecting a true null)                 
is directly proportional on the alpha level.

However, there is no simple mathematical relationship 
between these two rates… the trade-off depends on the 
sample size and the magnitude of the signal / noise.

The probability of a type II error (accepting false null)                 
is inversely proportional on the alpha level.

Ideally, we want to minimize the risk of making both 
errors.  We want to always make the right decision.



What Factors Determine the P-value 

Sample Size:

Testing Statistical Hypotheses 

The larger the sample size, the easier to find a significant 
difference (the lower p-value)

Signal Strength:

The larger the difference between the groups, the easier 
to find a significant difference (the lower p-value)

Noise:

The larger the variation within the groups, the harder to 
find a significant difference  (the higher p-value)



Power Analysis

Statistical power is a function of the amount of change                   
( effect size) you wish to detect, the level of uncertainty 
you are willing to accept, the sample size, the variance of 
the indicator, and the statistical model you are using.

Statistical power is proportional to: 

the effect size (ES) 
the alpha level of the test
the square root of the sample size
divided by the standard deviation.



Trade-offs in Statistical Testing

Statistical Power = 
(1 – β)

Probability of 
rejecting a false Ho 

For Higher                   
Statistical Power:

- Large sample size
- Higher P-value
- Larger pattern                 
(signal/noise ratio)

Balancing the Type I and Type II Errors



Power Analysis

Pragmatically:  Statistical power is the probability of 
detecting a change given that a change has truly occurred. 

A value of power = 0.9 translates into a 10% probability                
that we will fail to detect a change that indeed occurred 

For a reasonable test, power should be > 0.8



Example 1: Power Analysis

Statistical power analysis allows researchers to design 
the sampling, before conducting the experiment:  

(a) how large a sample is needed to enable accurate 
statistical tests, and (b) how likely are statistical test to 
detect an effect of a given size in a particular situation. 

Performing power analysis and sample size estimation is an 
important aspect of experimental design.  Without these 
calculations, sample size may be too low or too high. 

If the sample size is too low, the experiment               
will not provide reliable answers.

If sample size is too large, time and resources                
will be wasted, often for minimal gain.



Power Analysis - Approach

Minimum Detectable Difference (MDD)

Power analysis can be used to determine the size of the 
minimum detectable difference between a sample in hand 
vs. some future samples not yet collected. 

This is a good approach when the comparisons will be           
made using a t test or an F test (ANOVA).

MDD estimates how different the means of the two 
samples would have to be for a significant difference. 

Note that the MDD represents the smallest difference 
that would be significant, any larger value would also be 
significantly different. 



Power Analysis -Examples

Goal: To evaluate multiple statistical designs that involve, 
for example, different numbers of replicates.

Approach:

To estimate MDD you start with an estimate of variance. 

Estimate variance using resampling bootstrap (shuffle data 
and select a subset repeatedly to build a distribution).

If the variable of interest is normally distributed, you can 
use parametric formulas based on simple algebraic equations.

If you cannot assume normality, computer-intensive 
approach needed; relies on resampling and randomization.



Power Analysis - Examples

Diatom example:

Measurement error of diatom index of abundance                       
(# cells / volume water sampled) calculated using                 
repeated visits to the same sampling sites.  

Sample all of the sites multiple times and 
calculate the overall (pooled) variance.

Use appropriate power formulation, and plug in: 

desired power (0.8), sample size (n), significance level (α)                              

to calculate ES



Power Analysis - Examples
Diatom example:

Given a fixed sample size (n) and                                                  
alpha, how do power and ES change?

Diatom density difference of 2.25                                                      
represents a statistical significant                                                        
(detectable) change in the index. 

The observed diatom index ranges 
widely, from 0 to 7.   

Dividing range by 2.25 yields                                                                         
3 categories of biological                                                            
condition: impaired, fair, good 



Power Analysis - Examples

Stream example: 

The riparian habitat surrounding an urban stream is being 
restored and you want to test whether the invertebrates 
indicate an upward trend in stream condition. 

You select a site and sample the invertebrates from that 
location every year, calculate an index of abundance, and 
test whether the value increases over time. 

To do this, you would regress the index values against year. 



Power Analysis - Examples

Stream example: 

The change in abundance that we detect (at power = 0.8)  
represents a trade-off determined by the variability of 
each group and the number of years we will sample:

“Noise” in the 
abundance data:

Inverts > Fish > Diatoms

Number of years:

The longer we sample, 
the smaller the trend 
(change) we can detect



• The p value is defined as the probability of a statistical 
test yielding a result that is equal to or "more extreme" 
than the observed test result, if the null hypothesis is 
actually true. Thus the observed result happened merely 
due to sampling error.

• However, many people do not really understand the 
definition of the p value, and use it incorrectly:

o It cannot be used to declare that a new drug has a      
95 percent chance of working.

o It is not a way of interpreting how true something is. 

Example 2: Type I Error Rate



Relationship 
between the            
P-value threshold 
(0.05 vs 0.005)  
power, and the   
false positive rate.

Decreasing the p-
value to 0.005  
would reduce the 
rate of false 
positives from the 
current 33% to 5%.

(Benjamin et al. 2017)

Example 2: Type I Error Rate



 Redefining statistical significance: Large group of 
scientists and statisticians argue for changing the                 
p-value from 0.05 to 0.005 (Benjamin et al. 2017)

• The scientific community has settled on the p-value as 
the measure of an experiment's success or failure. 

• Statistical significance historically been set at 0.05. 

• This new paper suggests that the bar has been set too 
low, and is contributing to the problem of irreproducible 
findings in research efforts (type-I errors).

• To be applied in certain research fields, with prevalent 
uncertainty: astronomy, physics, and economics.  

Example 2: Type I Error Rate



Example 3: Type II Error Rate

Consider 1,000 alternate hypotheses being tested, 100 of 
which are true. Studies with a power of 0.8 will correctly 
identify 80 of them, missing 20 due to false negatives. 

However, of the 900 alternate hypotheses that are not 
true, 5% (45) will appear right due to type I errors. 

Add 45 false positives to 80 true positives and there             
are 125 positive results; yet one third are spurious.  

NOTE: If you decreased the statistical power from 
0.8 to 0.4, which is realistic for many fields, you would 
still have 45 false positives but only 40 true positives. 

More than half your positive results would be wrong.



Power & Hypothesis Testing



Power & Hypothesis Testing

Negative results are much more trustworthy; for the         
scenario where power is 0.8 there are 875 (855 + 20) 
negative results.  Because 20 are false, accuracy is 97%. 

But the researchers and the scientific journals are                   
not very interested in publishing negative results. 

Negative results account for just 10 - 30% of published
scientific literature, depending on the discipline. 

Journals prefer to highlight positive results, despite            
being much more error-prone. 



Example 4: Reversing Burden of Proof 

Dayton, P. K. 1998. Reversal of the burden of proof in 
fisheries management. Science 279: 821– 822.

The challenge to resource management is to provide a 
buffer for uncertainties to safeguard the future health           
of populations or ecosystems. 

Power analysis could allow such buffering. This statistical 
method is well understood, but rarely used. 

In this paper, the consequences of making type I and             
type II errors, when testing the null hypothesis of no 
effect, are clearly determined and stated. 

If power is too low, the burden of proof can be switched   
so the starting point is the assumption of an impact. 



Reversing the Burden of Proof 

Consider proposal to restrict trawling from certain               
areas in the Gulf of Maine to protect benthic habitat. 

If proposal accepted and                                                         
fishing is restricted, when                                                              
in fact it has no impact,                                                                     
it would be type I error

However, if proposal is                                                                    
rejected and trawling                                                                              
causes habitat destruction,                                                             
it would be type II error



Reversing the Burden of Proof 

Current management focuses 
on reducing the type I error 
because this kind of error 
results in catching fewer 
than the maximum number of 
fish, and is therefore highly 
important to politicians and 
the fishing industry.

Management virtually ignores 
the type II error, principally 
because negative effects are 
not immediately obvious. 



Reversing the Burden of Proof 

Scientific advice should be explicit about both error types
and must articulate the consequences making each error type. 

Type I errors usually result in short-term economic costs.

The environmental consequences from type II error are  
much more serious because of the great time lags in the 
recovery of ecosystems or animal populations. 

Ignoring type II errors can result in serious impacts 
(fisheries collapses and environmental destruction). 



Reversing the Burden of Proof 
In other contexts involving human 
health and safety, we routinely place 
burden of proof that the activity          
will not cause unanticipated damage. 

Need to protect against serious                                                        
type II errors is obvious:

- Nuclear Regulatory Agency 
- Food and Drug Administration

Demand large margin of safety before approving. 

This same legal burden of proof must be applied to our 
marine resources to avoid significant long-term impacts.



Precautionary Approach - Fishery Management

Management according to the precautionary
principle avoids unacceptable or undesirable 
situations, by taking into account that:

changes in marine resources are only 
slowly reversible, difficult to control, 
not well understood, and subject to
changes in the environment and human values.

Two critical elements of the precautionary approach:

- concerned with long-term effects when specifying 
management objectives and developing management plans. 

- considers undesirable and unacceptable outcomes and 
provide contingency plans to mitigate such outcomes. 



New Statistical Framework - Information Theory

Approach:

To evaluate the probability of conflicting hypotheses, the 
Information Theoretic  methods compute probability of 
different models - weighted using available evidence.

The calculations weigh models 
according to their likelihood.  
Thus, each model gets some 
% of the overall probability  
(like raffle tickets). 

This approach contrasts with 
Fisherian Statistics, 
where outcome is binary 
(significant / not-significant).



New Statistical Frameworks – Information Theory

Advantages for Management: 

Multiple outcomes are compared and weighed using the 
available evidence (data).  

Each is assigned a probability of occurrence.

Example:  what will happen if the trawl fishery opens?  

25% - No Change                50% - Decrease                     25% - Increase



Summary

A key challenge to resource management is to provide a 
buffer for uncertainties: balance type I / type II errors. 

Fisherian Statistics allows researchers to calculate power 
of specific tests / designs (based on sample size and alpha).

In power analysis, the consequences of making type I               
and  type II errors, when testing the null hypothesis of               
no effect, are clearly determined and stated. 

If power is too low, the burden of proof can be switched   
so the starting point is the assumption of an impact. 

New statistical methods allow the weighing of tests             
results (information theory) and models (Bayesian).



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSM2riAEX4U
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